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PRESENT
Navigating the Current Economic Conditions and CRE 

Influences Webinar

Our guest speaker K.C. Conway will explore COVID-19’s effect 
on commercial real estate, our economic outlook and how 
professionals can adapt to remain successful as the economy 
reopens..
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K.C. Conway, MAI,CRE,CCIM
KCConway@Culverhouse.ua.edu

mailto:KCConway@Culverhouse.ua.edu


Disclaimer: Not in fine print…

This presentation consists of materials prepared exclusively by K.C. Conway, MAI, CRE, CCIM and
is provided during this event solely for informational purposes of attendees. This presentation is not
intended to constitute legal, investment or financial advice or the rendering of legal, consulting, or
other professional services of any kind.

NAIOP / CCIM NE FL Webinar
Navigating the Current Economic Conditions and CRE Influences – July 8, 2020

This Presentation reflects the analysis and opinions of the author, but not necessarily those of 
the faculty and staff of the Culverhouse College of Business or the administrative officials of 
the University of Alabama.

Neither NAIOP, CCIM Institute, Event Sponsor(s), University of Alabama or Monmouth REIC
make any representations or warranties about the accuracy or suitability of any information in this
presentation. The aforementioned do NOT guarantee, warrant, or endorse the advice or
services of K.C. Conway, but we do pontificate over the economy and commercial real estate.
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Opening Perspective & Reading Recommendation
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Chapter 2 - TANSTAAFL: 
“There Ain’t No Such Thing 

As A Free Lunch.” 

“Economics 
you need for 

success.”

The CRE Industry needs to step-up 
its Economic Skills as a result of 
COVID19.  
Traditional Metrics’ methodology 
has changed (CARES & BLS), and 
new Metrics (TSA Passenger 
Count) have significant forward-
looking value. 



GDP: Video to Understand GDP in Advance of Q2’s 1st Guess end of July 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/wells-fargo-
gets-dinged-but-others-might-follow-
11593121460?mod=RSSMSN
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The Question we all want answered: Are we there yet?
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But then < a week ago on June 16th

Retail Sales said:
“We are getting there.”

Retail sales jumped by a record 
17.7% from April to May

And now we dismiss May & 
June BLS jobs reports and 
worry about the spiking in 
COVID19 cases. 

Highest Jan-May Job Cuts since 
CG&C began tracking in 1993

1 month ago on June 11th, the 
stock market said: “Not there yet.”
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COVID19 Cases Update as States Re-Open & Summer Begins says “Not There!”
COVID19 Perspective for “Are we there yet?”
 # Cases: July 7th = 11.6m (up 2.3m cases in 2 weeks) 

and 11X the <900k April 1st global tally.  
US Share: Most in the World at 2.9m or 25%

State Rankings:

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/us/states-reopen-map-coronavirus.html

https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html

#1

#3

# 8

#10

https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html

#4

States with 
lowest cases

#11

Top 5 
Countries 
No longer 

include one 
from EU or 
Mid-East.

# 9

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/us/states-reopen-map-coronavirus.html
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html
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BLS Apr Jobs Report: Total nonfarm payroll 
employment fell by 20.5 million in Apr after 
declining by 870,000 in March. 
 Unemployment rate rose to 14.7% - the 

highest & the largest over-the-month increase 
in the history of the series (back to Jan 1948). 
But really 22%+ (U-6 Unempl.)

 The number of unemployed rose by 15.9 
million to 23.1 million in April.

 The labor force participation rate decreased 
by 2.5 percentage points over the month to 
60.2 percent, the lowest rate since January 
1973 (when it was 60.0 percent).

 Employment in. leisure and hospitality 
plummeted by 7.7 million, or 47 percent

 Prof. & Bus services shed 2.1m jobs 
 Retail trade declined by 2.1 million

https://www.bls.gov/news.release/empsit.nr0.htm http://www.acre.culverhouse.ua.edu/explore/stories/recor
d-job-losses-highlight-pandemics-economic-toll

BLS May Jobs Report: Friday’s shocking BLS Jobs 
number of +2.5 million jobs is a "Know What You 
Don't Know" report. Be careful. 
1st: The real unemployment rate is the U6 at 21.2%, or 
2X that of trough in Great Recession. 
2nd: The real unemployment rate did NOT drop; rather 
many April temporary layoffs with PPP got called back 
from State re-openings. We are not reflecting the true 
damage of permanent layoffs. 
3rd: A lot more bad to come as states have to plug 
budget holes, Leisure & Travel hunker down and deal 
with <30% occupancy rates, airlines move only 10% the 
passenger loads pre-Covid, and the plethora of 
bankruptcies coming on heels of retailers like JCP, rental 
car companies like Hertz, and a 1 in 4 small businesses. 
Finally, how do you reconcile ADP's loss of another 2.7 
million jobs in May, onset of COVID19 bankruptcy wave, 
loss of 20.7 million jobs in April and this BLS jobs number 
of +2.5 million? Know what you don't know. This is a 
misleading jobs report. At best, we recalled temporary 
layoffs as states reopened. 

May & June Jobs Report says: “We are there,” right? 
The Humpty Dumpty April 2020 Jobs Report  Vs May’s and then June’s
Jobs had a great fall; Now can all the Feds-men & CEOs put Humpty Back Together?

https://www.bls.gov/news.release/empsit.nr0.htm
http://www.acre.culverhouse.ua.edu/explore/stories/record-job-losses-highlight-pandemics-economic-toll


Why are so many economists dismissive of May & June BLS reports?

https://www.bls.gov/news.release/pdf/empsit.pdf

Distortion from CARES Bill
(From 200k jobs/mo to millions?)

Why this Spike?
CARES included 1099 & 
Sole Proprietors for 1st

time. Now taking them out.
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https://www.bls.gov/news.release/pdf/empsit.pdf


Job Cuts & June Headlines that Suggest “Not There” on Jobs 

Job cuts announced by U.S.-based employers totaled 397,016 in 
May, down 40.8% from April’s total of 671,129, the highest monthly 
total on record. Despite the drop, May’s total is the second highest 
monthly total on record since global outplacement and business 
and executive coaching firm Challenger, Gray & Christmas, Inc. 
began tracking job cut announcements in Jan 1993.

May’s total is 577.8% higher than the 58,577 job cuts announced in 
the same month last year. It is 59.8% higher than the 248,475 job 
cuts tracked in January of 2002, the previous record monthly total 
prior to April 2020.

So far this year, 1,414,828 job cuts have been announced, 389.5% 
higher than the 289,010 announced in the first five months of 2019, 
and the highest January-May total on record. It is 31,995 cuts away 
from the 1,446,823 cuts tracked in all of 2002, the second highest 
annual total on record.

“Although we saw a significant drop in May over April, we are still in 
record territory and the cumulative number of cuts since the 
pandemic began is staggering,” said Andrew Challenger,

http://www.challengergray.com/press/press-releases/may-2020-job-cuts-report-employers-announce-397016-job-cuts-may-nearly-1m-cuts
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http://www.challengergray.com/press/press-releases/may-2020-job-cuts-report-employers-announce-397016-job-cuts-may-nearly-1m-cuts
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Universal Studio June 23rd Layoffs a Proxy for “Not There” and “W” this Fall 

https://www.baynews9.com/fl/tampa/news/2020/06/23/un
iversal-orlando-lays-off-employees

Universal said it will be supporting the laid-off employees through 
severance pay, subsidized health benefits, and professional 
reemployment assistance.

“We are working to structure and strengthen our business for the future 
in anticipation of the tourism industry taking time to fully recover,” 
Schroder said.

Universal Orlando closed in mid-March because of the pandemic. In the 
weeks that followed, Universal’s parent company Comcast reported a 
32 percent revenue loss from its theme parks division. The closure also 
led to a delay in construction on the new Epic Universe theme park, 
which was originally on track to open sometime in 2023.

In April, Universal announced plans to furlough part-time workers and 
cut executive pay in an effort to deal with the financial hit caused by the 
pandemic.

Universal reopened its CityWalk complex on May 14 with a limited 
number of shops and restaurants in operation. After receiving state and 
local approval, Universal reopened its theme parks on June 5, with 
reduced capacity and new safety and health measures in place.

1.

3.

2.

Universal Orlando Lays Off Undisclosed Number of Employees

https://www.baynews9.com/fl/tampa/news/2020/06/23/universal-orlando-lays-off-employees


https://mediaautoresponder.com/2020/07/07/united-airlines-to-send-warn-notices-to-employees-about-potential-layoffs/ 13

https://mediaautoresponder.com/2020/07/07/united-airlines-to-send-warn-notices-to-employees-about-potential-layoffs/
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April: The -12% decline worst ever! May: The +17.7% increase best ever!

The 17.7% advance from the prior month, to 
$485 billion in receipts, was the biggest gain 
in data going back to 1992, following 
unprecedented declines in the prior two 
months, according to Commerce Department 

Be careful, though. 
Apparel up 188% over April, but 
still down 63% YOY May 2019.  

Retailer Stocks surge >5% June 
16th. Why? The apparel retail 
fundamentals have not 
changed, and are arguably 
worse than pre-COVID.

May Retail Sales say: We are there!

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-06-16/u-s-retail-sales-soared-a-record-17-7-in-may-double-forecast

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-06-16/u-s-retail-sales-soared-a-record-17-7-in-may-double-forecast
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Looking Beyond Sales to Retailer Behavior: Some say, “We Are There!”

Now this is how you “Get There,” and why Red-Shoe Economist monitors Earnings!

In the first quarter of 2020, following its temporary store closures, the Company announced temporary pay reductions for many 
salaried teammates, furloughs of a significant number of its workforce and the suspension of its dividend program and share 
repurchases, among other measures, to bolster its cash position and maximize flexibility as part of the Company's initial
response to COVID-19. 

Now, with strong early sales results as stores have re-opened and the expectation to have nearly 100% of its stores re-opened 
to the public by June 30, 2020, the Company has restored previously reduced salaries for all teammates, except for certain 
executives, and has returned substantially all teammates from furlough.  

On June 10, 2020, the Board of Directors of DICK'S Sporting Goods, Inc. also reinstated the dividend program and authorized 
and declared a quarterly dividend of $0.3125 per share on the Company's Common Stock and Class B Common Stock. The 
dividend is payable in cash on June 30, 2020, to stockholders of record at the close of business on June 22, 2020.



New Orders
New orders for Mfg durable goods in May increased 
15.8% or $26.6 billion to $194.4 billion, the U.S. 
Census Bureau announced June 25th. 
This increase, up following two consecutive 
monthly
decreases, followed an 18.1 percent April decrease. 
Excluding transportation, new orders increased 4.0
percent. Transportation equipment led the 
increase, $20.9 billion or 80.7 percent to $46.9 
billion

Key Takeaways:
 May almost erased April’s decline, but net no 

increase.

 Logistics and e-Commerce companies buying 
more equipment to keep up with online order 
activity.  Auto purchases are also up and the 
real encouraging piece of news – especially for 
AL auto industry. 

https://www.census.gov/manufacturing/m3/adv/pdf/durgd.pdf?mod=article_inline

Durable Goods June 25th say: We are there! Maybe NOT
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https://www.census.gov/manufacturing/m3/adv/pdf/durgd.pdf?mod=article_inline
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NAIOP gave us some Hope for “We Are Getting There” in CRE this week

http://blog.naiop.org/2020/06/naiop-june-coronavirus-impacts-survey-results-show-
improving-conditions-for-commercial-real-estate/

The BLUE bar is 
June & is BEST 
month for 
transaction 
activity since 
lock-up in April

http://blog.naiop.org/2020/06/naiop-june-coronavirus-impacts-survey-results-show-improving-conditions-for-commercial-real-estate/


http://www.acre.culverhouse.ua.edu/win

NCAA Economics Final-4 Measures the Red-Shoe Economist is Monitoring

The Q2 period Earnings will be the last complete “behavioral” 
check on the economy before the November elections. A 
number of other variables will influence the impact on 
commercial real estate the balance of 2020. Some of those may 
include: 

i) the removal of moratoriums on things like evictions by 
states as they reopen businesses; 

ii) civil unrest emanating from the senseless  murder of 
George Floyd and others that have preceded him, including 
Ahmaud Arbery in Georgia earlier in 2020; and

iii) business and consumer spending.  
The metrics and resources most influencing my outlook on 
the economy, the trajectory of its recovery, and severity of 
impact on commercial real estate are:
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http://www.acre.culverhouse.ua.edu/win


https://www.tsa.gov/coronavirus/passenger-throughput

TSA Passenger Count: 
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https://www.tsa.gov/coronavirus/passenger-throughput
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LTSS – Trepp’s Loans Transferred to Special Servicing

https://info.trepp.com/hubfs/Trepp%20June%202020
%20Delinquency%20Report.pdf

https://info.trepp.com/hubfs/Trepp%20June%202020%20Delinquency%20Report.pdf


How COVID is Different from 2009:  
Who holds the Debt by Lender & Property Type? 

21
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The Decline in CRE Transaction Activity 
that initially was large in Asia-Pacific and 
nominal in the U.S., is now more like the 
virus spread – it impacts the U.S. too.

CRE Transaction Activity: Where the 
rubber meets the road in terms of what 
metrics matter most to our industry.  

https://www.bisnow.com/national/news/investment/can-institutional-
investors-still-invest-in-real-estate-in-a-volatile-market-104141

https://www.bisnow.com/national/news/investment/can-institutional-investors-still-invest-in-real-estate-in-a-volatile-market-104141


23https://www.rcanalytics.com/usct-overview-may-2020-sink/

https://www.costar.com/article/842666230/commercial-
real-estate-sales-fall-24-to-391-billion

https://www.rcanalytics.com/usct-overview-may-2020-sink/
https://www.costar.com/article/842666230/commercial-real-estate-sales-fall-24-to-391-billion
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jW5OUl0-Ilo&feature=youtu.be

Available here, along with the slides: https://ccim.com/covid-19#corpEarnings

Corp. Earnings: Q1 was very Insightful, but Q2 will test the Stock Market Highs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jW5OUl0-Ilo&feature=youtu.be
https://ccim.com/covid-19#corpEarnings


Corporate Earnings Insight: 
COVID-19 Is Changing Everything 
Companies Are Telling Us Now How Business Models, CRE Usage, and 
Valuations of CRE Will Change. 

• Accelerated e-commerce in retail does not mean the end of the physical store.
(Comp store sales rose in Q1 for Home Depot, Walmart and Target)

• Container Store revealed a new “Click It & Pick Up” site selection criteria
in its Q1 earnings. Will other retailers follow suit with “Click It & Pick Up” impacting 
their site selection and type space to occupy? What legacy stores become 
functionally obsolete?

• Connect the behavior revealed in earnings to how our CRE investment community 
needs to rethink: site selection; market analysis; demand/absorption analysis; 
density ratios in office and restaurants; expense ratios; and occupancy costs.

• Container Store and Chick-fil-A are two forward-thinking companies whose behavior 
is changing the CRE game.
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ROCHESTER, N.Y. -- July 7, 2020

Paychex, Inc. today announced its results of 
operations for the three months ended May 31, 
2020 (the “fourth
quarter”), and for the fiscal year ended May 31, 
2020 (“fiscal 2020” or the “fiscal year”). 
Total revenue decreased 7% for the fourth 
quarter to $915.1 million. For the fiscal year, total 
revenue increased 7% to $4.0 billion.
Oasis Outsourcing Group Holdings, L.P. (“Oasis”), 
acquired in December 2018, contributed 
approximately 4% to the growth in total revenue for 
the fiscal year. For the fourth quarter, net income 
and diluted earnings per share
decreased 4%

“Our performance during the COVID-19 pandemic has shown that we are truly a
trusted business partner for our clients. We were well prepared to service our
clients in this unprecedented environment due to our investments in technology
and our online, SaaS service offerings. 

In less than 6 days, we transitioned over 15,000 employees to work from 
home in an effort to keep our employees safe and provide service continuity to 
help our clients navigate these uncertain times. In this changing work 
environment, our human capital management solutions and mobility 
applications have enabled our clients to function and maintain their 
businesses while working remotely.

We created a COVID-19 Help Center to provide clients with information and tools 
to navigate the complexities of the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic 
Security Act and Families First Coronavirus Response Act, including processing 
over 400,000 payroll reports to accelerate and simplify the Small Business 
Administration loan application process and creating an online tool to lessen 
the complexity of the loan forgiveness program. 

We are very proud to have not only navigated the challenges of the last few 
months, but to have seen even higher client satisfaction and retention as well

Delta Airlines Reports Thursday July 9th
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What are the CRE Value Implications?  
The “What-If” NOI & Cap Rate Value Matrix



Property Types “What-If” Thinking: MF  Breaking Down $1 of Rent – What will it be post COVID19? 

Workforce MF
Vs.

Student Housing MF

Urban MF 
Vs.

Return to the Suburbs

28

How does FORBEARANCE 
play out (tenants think it’s 
“Free-Rent”). Tenants move 
& buy w/o Landlord 
knowledge while they have 
savings, job, and credit.

and 
MF Owners may find more of 
the $1 of Rent needs to go 
to the Lender as all is added 
to the back-end of the 
mortgage. 
Less NOI with no Cap Rate 
Change = Value Decline

Who says Suburbs vs Urban? 
DR Horton earnings.

An estimated 25% more Office 
Work proven to be done remote 

during COVID.
Big-office space using industries, 

like FinServ & FinTech, will go 
“Cubeless”
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MF - What is impact of extending Rent & Loan Forbearance on Market Value?  

 Market Value ignores 
financing – “cash or …”

 Rent Forbearance is a 
consideration in: i) credit 
loss assumption; and       
ii) market rent regardless 
of “rent repayment plan” 
from rent forbearance.  
Don’t model the rent-
repayment into your DCF 
as that is >Mkt Rent and 
entangled with financing. 

 Loan Forbearance for 
Borrower/Property Owner 
is not relevant in a Market 
Value appraisal. 

https://dc.urbanturf.com/articles/blog/fhfa-extends-eviction-and-foreclosure-moratorium-through-the-
summer/16971

https://dc.urbanturf.com/articles/blog/fhfa-extends-eviction-and-foreclosure-moratorium-through-the-summer/16971
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http://www.acre.culverhouse.ua.edu/explore/stories/may-27-2020

Update: 
Now 16.2% 

from 
11.42%

Hotel CRE

http://www.acre.culverhouse.ua.edu/explore/stories/may-27-2020
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http://www.acre.culverhouse.ua.edu/explore/stories/may-27-2020

?
Do these new Gov. Imposed 

Occupancy Restrictions 
represent a type of 
Emanant Domain 

without compensation 
and permanent 

value diminution? 

Hotel CRE

http://www.acre.culverhouse.ua.edu/explore/stories/may-27-2020
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https://www.bizjournals.com/buffalo/news/2020/07/03/tourisms-long-road-to-recovery-just-starting.html

https://www.bizjournals.com/buffalo/news/2020/07/03/tourisms-long-road-to-recovery-just-starting.html
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Retail e-Volution?   Does what we buy or not buy in COVID19 continue post COVID19?

https://www.visualcapit
alist.com/shoppers-
buying-online-
ecommerce-covid-19/

https://www.ccim.com/n
ewscenter/commercial-
real-estate-insights-
report/retail-e-volution--
predictions-for-
2025/?gmSsoPc=1

Reflect on
Weight 

Watchers (WW) 
Earnings

& 
Shopify

Shopify Inc. receives a minimal 
amount of fanfare for a company 
that finished behind only Amazon 
(NASDAQ:AMZN) in U.S. 
eCommerce market share for 
2019. SHOP's market share was 
5.9% in 2019, beating out the likes 
of eBay (NASDAQ:EBAY), Walmart 
(NYSE:WMT), and Apple 
(NASDAQ:AAPL).

https://www.visualcapitalist.com/shoppers-buying-online-ecommerce-covid-19/
https://www.ccim.com/newscenter/commercial-real-estate-insights-report/retail-e-volution--predictions-for-2025/?gmSsoPc=1


34https://taxfoundation.org/state-sales-tax-reliance-2020/

Sales taxes are the second largest source of state and local tax revenue, 
accounting for 23.6 percent of total U.S. state and local tax collections.  
Only property taxes make up a greater share of state and local tax revenue.
#1 - Washington State - has neither a corporate nor an individual income tax 
but levies a harmful gross receipts tax on businesses—relies the most on 
sales tax revenue, which accounts for 46.4 percent of its tax collections. 
#2 - Louisiana is the second-most reliant with 42.8 percent
#3 - Nevada, does not have an income tax, comes in 3rd with 41.1%.
#4 - Tennessee, does not tax wage income, is 4th with 40.9 percent.

https://taxfoundation.org/state-sales-tax-reliance-2020/
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Port Laredo Again No. 1 
As Coronavirus Sends Port Of Los Angeles Reeling
A stunning development the first time, the result of the impact of the 
U.S.-China trade war on the venerable California seaport, this time it’s 
the one-two punch of the ongoing trade war and the coronavirus 
pandemic that has sent it, the U.S. economy and the global economy, 
reeling.
This time, unlike last time, it is not likely to be a one-month 
aberration.
That’s because the most recent U.S. Census Bureau data is for February. 
Port Laredo passed the Port of Los Angeles before the full brunt of the 
impact of coronavirus would have even hit the Los Angeles seaport.

https://www-forbes-
com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/www.forbes.com/sites/kenroberts/2020/04/07/port-
laredo-again-no-1-as-coronavirus-sends-port-of-los-angeles-reeling/amp/

The COVID-19 outbreak is revealing the “where” things are made 
(maybe too much in China – and not just auto parts and items 
that go into a WalMart store, but pharmaceuticals and paper 
products like diapers and toilet paper that are made possible by “fluff 
pulp” via the port of Mobile).  It’s also unveiling how things connect 
and maybe enable rapid transmission of a coronavirus. For 
example, China bought a number of luxury retail brand 
companies in Italy in recent years and then moved their workers 
to Italy to sustain a “made in Italy” manufacturing claim. That is now 
the hypothesis for how the coronavirus spread so quickly to Northern 
Italy - and then Spain and the rest of Europe.

Where we make things & Who owns the 
Companies that make what we need?

http://www.acre.culverhouse.ua.edu/resear
ch/logistics-infrastructure-research

Changing from a:
“Shop & Take Home” to “Order Online & Deliver” economy 

Logistics & Industrial CRE

https://www.forbes.com/sites/kenroberts/2019/05/21/trade-war-update-port-of-los-angeles-no-longer-top-port-its-laredo/#5b1cdac9f0c9
https://www.forbes.com/sites/kenroberts/2020/04/03/coronavirus-whallops-cargo-at-port-of-los-angeles-lax-jfk-ohare/
https://www-forbes-com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/www.forbes.com/sites/kenroberts/2020/04/07/port-laredo-again-no-1-as-coronavirus-sends-port-of-los-angeles-reeling/amp/
http://www.acre.culverhouse.ua.edu/research/logistics-infrastructure-research


36https://www.visualcapitalist.com/supply-chains-automation-future/

https://www.visualcapitalist.com/supply-chains-automation-future/
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https://gcaptain.com/wild-swings-in-freight-rates-the-new-normal-amid-uneven-recovery/?

“Trade flows will return in an unpredictable and likely stop-
start manner along different trade lanes,” he said. “It will 
become harder for liners to calibrate their supply 
responses” and there’s a risk that companies will try and 
grab market share, spurring drops in rates,

https://gcaptain.com/wild-swings-in-freight-rates-the-new-normal-amid-uneven-recovery/?
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Rail Traffic: Now this is a transportation metric heading in the right direction.

North American Freight Rail Traffic in June 2020
U.S. rail volumes in June weren’t close to where they 
would have been absent the pandemic, but for the most 
part they were better than in April and May, so at least 
they’re heading in the right direction. Whether that 
continues is, of course, a separate question, but the 
worst may be behind us.
Intermodal did relatively well in June. Average weekly 
originations of 251,233 units were the most since 
November 2019. The 6.6% year-over-year monthly 
decline in June was the smallest since January 2020 and 
much better than the 17.2% and 13.0% declines in April 
and May, respectively. 
Total U.S. carloads in June were down 22.4% from last 
year, slightly better than the 25.2% decline in April and 
27.7% decline in May. Total carloads averaged 198,564 
per week in June, the most since March. For all of Q2 
2020, total carloads were down 25.1% 841,633 
carloads), the biggest quarterly percentage decline for 
total carloads on record. J
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The Big Market Distortion – Appraisers & Brokers Beware – What’s the Market w/o FED?
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FED Intervention for COVID19: Now >$6.1 Tr in Purchased Securities

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/fed-purchased-1-8-billion-204012560.html

https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h41/current/default.htm

Fed Balance Sheet in 5 weeks:   
to $6.1 Trillion (Gulp!)

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/fed-purchased-1-8-billion-204012560.html
https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h41/current/default.htm


https://www.cnbc.com/2020/06/29/the-fed-is-buying-some-of-the-biggest-
companies-bonds-raising-questions-over-why.html

Apple, AT&T, Jack Daniel's: Fed issues details on bond buys
https://www.marketbeat.com/articles/apple-att-jack-
daniels-fed-issues-details-on-bond-buys-2020-06-28/?

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Federal Reserve on Sunday released a list of 
roughly 750 companies, including Apple, Walmart and ExxonMobil, 
whose corporate bonds it will purchase in the coming months in an 
effort to keep borrowing costs low and smooth the flow of credit.

The central bank also said it has, so far, purchased nearly $429 million 
in corporate bonds from 86 of those companies, including AT&T, 
Walgreen's, Microsoft, Pfizer and Marathon Petroleum.

The Fed announced in March that it would, for the first time in its 
history, purchase corporate bonds.
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FED Intervention is Distorting Market Prices 
– including CRE
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electronic, mechanical, photocopy, recording or otherwise, without the prior written consent of the publisher.

Berkshire Hathaway, a company valued at $426 billion, is listed as one of the dozens of companies whose bonds 
have been scooped up by the Fed lending facility, according to disclosures the central bank made on Sunday.
It's not that Berkshire (BRKA) needs or requested assistance from the Fed -- nor that the relatively tiny bond 
purchases will move the needle for Buffett's massive company. Other blue-chip names including Walmart (WMT), 
Boeing (BA), ExxonMobil (XOM) and Coca-Cola (KO)also had their bonds bought by the Fed facility, which 
launched this month. CNN owner AT&T (T) is also on the list.

Warren Buffett doesn't need a backstop from the Fed.“
Still, the fact that Buffett's Berkshire, which is sitting on $43 billion in cash, now has some of its bonds owned by 
the Fed program underscores just how far the central bank is going to prop up the capital markets. And it 
raises concerns among some that the Fed experiment is distorting the normal functioning of markets.
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10 Best / Most Funded 
State Unempl. 

Insurance Funding
A lot of FED Intervention ahead to support 

Municipalities and State Gov 
(Muni Bonds, Airport Bonds, Utilities, School Bonds). 
And, note we have already had 1st US City go BK in 
Covid19 era – Fairfield AL. 

https://www.al.com/news/2020/05/city-of-fairfield-files-for-bankruptcy.html

Fairfield makes at least a dozen cities, counties, or governmental 
agencies in Alabama that have filed for Chapter 9 since 1981.

“Our expenses greatly exceeded our revenues, so we’re 
just seeking a fresh start” Fairfield Mayor Eddie Penny 
“It gives an opportunity to reorganize, reassess our 
finances.”
Fairfield, a city of just under 12,000 residents west of 
Birmingham. The city has between 200 and 999 
creditors with $1 million to $10 million in liabilities. It’s 
largest creditor was listed as US Bank with an $18 
million unsecured claim.

https://www.al.com/news/2020/05/city-of-fairfield-files-for-bankruptcy.html
https://www.al.com/spotnews/2011/11/alabamas_11_municipal_bankrupt.html
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https://www.marketbeat.com/articles/we-need-help-small-cities-face-fiscal-calamity-from-virus-2020-06-10/

ALLENTOWN, Pa. (AP) — Unfilled potholes, uncollected trash, unmown 
grass and, most significantly, fewer police on the street are some of what 
Allentown says it’s contemplating unless Washington helps it plug a 
multimillion-dollar budget hole left by the coronavirus pandemic.

Pennsylvania’s third-largest city, with a population of over 120,000, 
Allentown has largely fended for itself amid sharply falling tax revenue. 
It's one of thousands of smaller cities and counties across the U.S. that 
were cut off from direct aid in the $2 trillion coronavirus relief package 
passed by Congress in late March. Local officials in those left-out places 
are now pleading for a massive cash infusion from the federal government 
to help them stave off financial calamity.

“We represent the average city. If cities like Allentown begin to crumble, 
that’s how America crumbles,” said City Council member Ce-Ce Gerlach. 
“So something needs to be done. We need help.”

The federal CARES Act sent $150 billion to states and the nation’s most 
populous cities and counties to help them pay for expenses related to 
the virus outbreak. But only 36 cities met the population threshold of 
500,000 or more to qualify for the money. With the next round of aid 
stalled in Congress — and no guarantee of a federal bailout anytime soon 
— Allentown and other local governments are facing tough choices about 
what to cut and what to keep.

Allentown predicts a budget deficit of over $10 million, a number officials 
say could go higher if the economy doesn’t rebound quickly. Like other local 
governments,.

Tax hikes, for now, appear to be off the table. City leaders raised property 
taxes by 27% two years ago and say residents can’t bear another increase, 
especially in the middle of a pandemic and historic unemployment.

A $3 trillion relief bill passed in May by the U.S. House, where Democrats 
have the majority, included nearly $1 trillion for state and local 
governments. It has no chance of passing in the Republican-controlled U.S. 
Senate, where prospects for future aid to states and cities remain 
uncertain.

Allentown, a former industrial center about an hour north of Philadelphia, 
had been revitalizing its moribund downtown before the pandemic struck. 
State tax incentives contributed to development that included a new 
hockey arena, gleaming office buildings and upscale apartments. Yet 
Allentown remains a poor city, with over a quarter of its residents living in 
poverty, more than twice the rate of surrounding Lehigh County and 
Pennsylvania as a whole.

https://www.marketbeat.com/articles/we-need-help-small-cities-face-fiscal-calamity-from-virus-2020-06-10/
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But when we “Get 
There” …. What will “Be There?”

 What industries will be the 
new leaders in our 
economy, and how will 
they use Real Estate?

 What becomes of the CRE 
that housed pre-COVID19 
industry leaders?  CRE like:
 Airports (less flights 

and gates means less …
 Hotels
 Experiential Retail
 Restaurants

 Adaptive Reuse needs 
grow.  What backfills?

 Chick Fil A redevelopment 
store model pre-COVID19 
paying huge dividends with 
more drive thru and 2 
kitchens per store.

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/barrywolfecre_n
etleasepro-commercialrealestate-cre-activity-
6667801027951022080-FGUt/

Barry Wolfe LinkedIn Post:

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/barrywolfecre_netleasepro-commercialrealestate-cre-activity-6667801027951022080-FGUt/


Recession or Depression?  
Making sense of the various Recession Shapes (V, W, U, and let’s hope NOT L)

V-Shaped Recessions
V-shaped recessions are recessions that begin with a steep 
fall but then quickly find a bottom, turn back around and 
move immediately higher. A V-shaped recession is a best-
case scenario.
The recession of 1990 to 1991 and the recession of 2001—
both of which only lasted eight months—are considered to 
be V-shaped recessions.

U-Shaped Recessions
U-shaped recessions are recessions that begin 
with a slightly slower decline but then remain at 
the bottom for an extended period of time 
before turning around and moving higher again.
The recession from 1971 through 1978—when 
both unemployment and inflation were high for 
years—is considered a U-shaped recession.

W-Shaped Recessions
W-shaped recessions are recessions that begin like V-shaped 
recessions but then end up turning back down again after 
showing false signs of recovery. W-shaped recessions are 
also called “double-dip recessions” because the economy 
drops twice before a full recovery is achieved.
A W-shaped recession is painful because many investors who 
jump back into the markets after they believe the economy 
has found a bottom end up getting burned twice—once on 
the way down and then once again after the false recovery.
The recession of 1980 that double dipped in 1981 and 1982 
is a great example of a W-shaped recession.

L-Shaped Recessions
L-shaped recessions are recessions that fall 
quickly and fail to recover. An L-shaped recession 
is a worst-case scenario because they offer no 
hope of recovery.
The Japanese recession that began in the early 
1990s is considered an L-shaped recession.

K.C. 
forecasts?
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We have Arrived at the END
Time for Q&A  

“I no longer listen to what people say, 
I just watch what they do. Behavior never lies.”

Winston Churchill 
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Thank you to today’s sponsor!
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